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Will the COVID-19 pandemic affect HCV disease burden? ✩
To reduce the risk of overwhelming their healthcare systems
during the COVID-19 pandemic, many countries are postponing
medical services and procedures considered as “non-essential” or
“deferrable”. However, this practice could eventually contribute to
increasing the burden due to other medical conditions.
With speciﬁc regard to hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, the
availability of a safe and effective cure has led the World Health
Organization (WHO) to set ambitious goals for eliminating it as a
public-health threat by 2030. However, because of the COVID-19
pandemic, deferring HCV treatment has become an almost universal practice. Healthcare system has been placed under enormous
stress, and entire hospitals and wards have been providing care
exclusively for individuals with this disease. For this reason, the
National Health Service must reassess its priorities and probably
redistribute funding, so that there may not be suﬃcient resources
for other public-health concerns, such as the elimination of HCV
infection.
To quantify the effect that deferral will have on disease outcome and on the public-health burden, we performed a modelling
analysis using a Markov chain for liver-disease progression (validated and adopted in previous studies), based on actual epidemiological data from patients treated with DAAs in Italy and the
United Kingdom (UK) (1). Both countries are on track to reach the
WHO elimination goals, but have also witnessed an early and massive exposure to SARS-COV-2.
In the analysis, we considered a base scenario in which the
standard of care is HCV treatment provided without interruption
or restrictions, versus a scenario in which treatment is delayed (delays of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months). As the outcomes, we considered the
number of incident cases of Advanced Liver Diseases (ALD) (i.e.,
decompensation, HCC, and the need for liver transplantation) and
the number of HCV-related deaths for 1,0 0 0 standardized patients
in a perspective view of 5 years, excluding the mortality by other
causes according to oﬃcial sources for Italy and the UK.
In the Fig. 1, we illustrate the numbers of additional cases of
ALD and HCV-related deaths attributed to delays in treatment of
3-12 months for 1,0 0 0 standardized patients taking into consideration distribution of the ﬁbrosis stage in 2019. In both countries, there is a progressive increase in the number of cases and

✩

deaths for each delay. In Italy, for a delay of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months,
we estimated an increase of 2, 5, 7, and 10 cases of ALD, respectively, and almost the same increase in the number of HCV-related
deaths. For the UK, there was an increase of 3, 8, 12, and 17 cases
of ALD and of 1, 4, 5, and 7 HCV-related deaths, respectively for
1,0 0 0 standartized patients. Despite the fact that there are great
differences in the epidemiology of HCV infection between the two
countries, with the UK having a signiﬁcantly lower burden of infected cases, the delayed treatment scenario generates comparable
outcomes, mostly because both countries have still a high proportion of patients with advanced ﬁbrosis or cirrhosis (F3/F4 stages).
Over time, the severe outcomes will be more evident for the UK,
given that, compared to Italy, the infected population is younger
and thus less affected by natural mortality and more likely to have
a greater burden due to liver disease complications.
To better understand the actual impact of these standardized
estimates, the disease burden should be considered. In Italy, in the
past year, more than 7,0 0 0 treated patients had liver cirrhosis. Of
those that are awaiting treatment and of those that are expected
to be diagnosed through screening in the period 2020-2021, more
than 10 0,0 0 0 patients are estimated to have advanced progressive
liver disease (2). Hence deferring DAA treatment for an additional
6 months would, at 5 years, increase the number of HCV patients
dying of a liver-related condition in Italy to over 500 patients,
deaths totally avoidable by a not deferred test and treatment approach.
If we accept as unavoidable the need to decrease temporarily the efforts made toward HCV elimination due to the COVID-19
pandemic, we should at least preserve the availability of immediate treatment for patients with advanced ﬁbrosis or cirrhosis. Although this could reduce severe disease outcomes, it would only
be partially effective since: a) patients with less severe stages of
ﬁbrosis may proceed further, if delayed; and b) undiagnosed HCV
patients with severe ﬁbrosis would not be screened and treated in
time. Based on our model, we suggest that, in all countries worldwide, whatever the residual burden of untreated HCV infection,
when pursuing the exit strategy from strict lockdown measures for
COVID-19, the prescription of DAAs should continue to be a high
priority, in order to continue to follow the HCV elimination strategy and to reach the WHO goal.
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